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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the derivation of a two- and three-

dimensional (2D/3D) generalized Integral-Charge Control

Relation (GICCR) that is based on an exact physical relation

for the transfer current of bipolar transistors. The resulting

compact equation includes spatial variations in bandgap,

mobility, current density and potential in both vertical and

lateral direction within a transistor structure. The derivation

provides a clear meaning of (lateral) geometry dependent

quantities and parameters, respectively, that have to be

analytically described and used, respectively, in a compact

transfer current relation. 

1 Introduction

Rapidly increasing mask cost and reduced design cycles are

increasing the pressure on EDA tool capabilities, including

compact models. Furthermore, Si/SiGe bipolar technology

development has accelerated tremendously over the past

couple of years, boosting the demand for advanced compact

bipolar transistor models and modeling methodologies. For

instance, the capability for predictive and statistical modeling

(and design) has become an important requirement from

design houses for many foundries. Such a capability in turn

requires physics-based compact models. 

Existing compact models for bipolar transistors in one way

or the other employ an Integral Charge-Control Relation

(ICCR) [1][2], usually in some simplified form, for the quasi-

static transfer current IT (= IC in d.c. operation). The ICCR as

well as its extension, the generalized ICCR (GICCR) [3], are

based on a one-dimensional (1D) intrinsic transistor structure

[2]. To make the relations applicable to real transistors,

(semi-)empirical extensions towards the lateral dimensions,

i.e. the two- and three-dimensional case had to be made [4].

This work presents the derivation of a multi-dimensional

GICCR, that serves as a master equation from which

simplified equations for compact models can be obtained.

The master equation provides a clear guideline of how to

include 2D/3D effects in the transfer current formulation. It

also allows to evaluate the errors made by the chosen

simplifications that are necessary to obtain a formulation that

is suitable for compact models. For verification of the master

equation as well as for evaluating a first-order simplification

(presented in this paper), 2D device simulation of a SiGe npn

HBT is employed. The simulated structure is one of various

different structures that have been simulated and have shown

the same results. A 3D device simulation would not add any

new information. 

2 Investigated Device Structure

Fig. 1 shows the 2D transistor structure and doping profile

used for numerical verification of the final relations and for

visualizing the impact of certain variables and assumptions.

The simulated region represents one half of an actual

structure between the shallow trench isolation boxes that limit

the lateral extension of the BC junction. Such a 2D structure

is sufficient for the intended purpose here as long as the

simulation region in y direction (bbc in Fig 1) is large enough

to not impact the collector current flow. In other words, bbc is

given by (at least) the outer boundary of the current flow line

that includes 100% of the electron current. In practice, this

leads to a rectangular simulation region defined vertically by

0 ≤ x ≤ xC’ and laterally by 0 ≤ y ≤ bbc. Note that x = 0 (at

0 ≤ y ≤ bE0/2) and x = xC’, respectively, correspond to the

internal emitter contact at the mono-silicon surface and to the

internal collector contact, respectively, of the transistor. 

The SiGe HBT used here as numerical example contains a

“conventional” doping profile with a high emitter and

moderate base concentration. The collector doping

corresponds to that of a high performance type in such

processes, with a peak transit frequency of approximately

100GHz at VBC=0V. The 2D structure has an emitter window

area AE0 = bE0lE0, with a unit length of lE0 = 1µm. Thus,

currents and charges of the device simulation are given in

mA/µm and fC/µm. 

Fig. 1: 2D doping profile of the investigated transistor with contour 

projection and structural definition. The vertical and lateral ordinate are 

designated with x and y, respectively. bE0 is the emitter window width. 
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3 Master Equation

For deriving a multi-dimensional GICCR, the following

assumptions are being made here:

• Volume recombination is negligible.
• The time derivative is zero; for practical applications, it

is sufficient to assume quasi-static operation.
• Effects such as thermionic emission and tunneling

across the junctions are neglected; they need to be
accounted for by separate terms and can - in principle -
be combined with the GICCR solution.

The derivation starts with the electron transport equation

in vertical (x-) direction:

 (1)

where µn is the electron mobility and ϕn the electron QFP.

Inserting the electron density,  , 

then using 

,  (2)

and extending the resulting equation by a reference value

 as well as by the transfer current density IT/AE0 and

the term exp(VB’E’/VT) yields after some rearrangement

 (3)

with the constant

  (4)

and the normalized weighting function (2D here)

 (5)

So far, the above derivation steps corresponds to those for

the 1D GICCR in, e.g., [2][3]. 

For the 2D case, however, the integration of (3) has to be

performed over the 2D region defined in Fig. 1, which gives

.  (6)

The r.h.s. integral is evaluated first in x direction:

 .  (7)

Along the lines x = 0 and x = xC’, ϕn(y) assumes within the

contact regions the values of the respective applied

voltages. Choosing, as in the 1D case, x = 0 as potential

reference gives ϕn(0,y) = 0 within the emitter window

0 ≤ y ≤ bE0/2 as well as ϕn(xC’,y) = VC’E’ along the whole

internal collector contact (0 ≤ y ≤ bbc). Between the emitter

contact edge at y = bE0/2 and the adjacent base contact

edge, the potential ϕn(0,y) increases from 0 to the terminal

voltage VBE’ of the 2D structure. Note, that VB’E’ and

VC’E’ are the internal voltages, which are smaller than the

actual terminal voltages of the complete device due to the

voltage drops across the respective series resistances. Note

that the internal base node B’ and the associated internal BE

voltage VB’E’ in (3) can in principle be chosen arbitrarily. In

this paper, VB’E’ = ϕp(xbm,yB’) with yB’ = (2/3)(bE0/2),

which corresponds approximately to the position of the

internal base node obtained from the theory of the internal

base resistance (e.g. [5]). 

Inserting the above boundary conditions into (7) yields

 (8)

Performing the integration leads to 

 (9)

with the definition of the lateral emitter window width

extension

 .  (10)

The increase of ϕn(0,y) outside the emitter window towards

VBE’ causes exp(-ϕn(0,y)/VT) and its contribution to the

integral to drop rapidly, as visualized in Fig 2. 

Fig. 2: Spatial dependence of  along the 

surface x = 0.
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The increase in the external base occurs only over a

relatively small distance less than the spacer region. From

Fig 2 it is evident that the extension ∆bE0 of the emitter is

significantly smaller than bE0. The total width

 (11)

can be considered as an effective electrical emitter width,

since the lateral gradient of ϕn is the cause for the perimeter

component of IT injected across the BE perimeter junction. 

The integral on the left-hand-side of (6),

, is discussed next. For hg in (5)

similar considerations are valid as for the 1D case [3][2], at

least under the emitter and partially also under the spacer

region. However, compared to the 1D case, the overall

weighting function is now more complicated to overview,

and significant differences occur in particular for hJ and he.

The most important observations are: 

• Due to current spreading under the emitter contact and - at

high current densities - also in the collector region, the

term hJ depends strongly on y. For wide emitters, also d.c.

emitter current crowding (in the base) influences the lat-

eral distribution of hJ.

• The function he behaves under the emitter similarly to the

1D case as long as d.c. emitter current crowding can be

neglected. Thus, he is close to 1 at low current densities.

At higher current densities though, the voltage drop across

the base resistance components causes ϕp to become

smaller than the terminal voltage VBE’. Due to the defini-

tion of VB’E’, he assumes values larger than 1 in a portion

of the internal transistor (i.e. under the emitter). 

Fig 3 visualizes the lateral behavior of the weight functions. 

Fig. 3: Spatial dependence of hJ, he, hg, and p along x = xbm.

IC = 0.37mA/µm, VBC = 0V. 

In the 2D case, hJ ultimately determines the lateral

integration interval: a hole contribution comes only from

those regions, where vertical electron current flow is

present. Especially, hole contributions in the external base,

where the hole density can become very large due to the

high doping concentration under the base poly-region, are

suppressed by hJ and contribute negligibly to the overall

integral, which is obvious from Fig 3. 

As a consequence of the 2D integration, the definition

and meaning of the "zero-bias" hole charge, which is simple

in the 1D case, now has to be revisited. For the evaluation

of the integrals, as a first step, the hole density is split into

the equilibrium component p0(x,y) and the bias dependent

component ∆p(x,y), taken with respect to the equilibrium

condition. This gives for the transport related charge in a

total structure

,  (12)

with the zero-bias weighted hole charge

.  (13)

In the 2D/3D case, the zero-bias hole "charge" term is now

also defined by the lateral spatial behavior of the weighting

function h(x,y), which is bias dependent due to the field

dependence of the mobility in hg, current spreading in hJ,

and emitter current crowding in he. At low current densities

though, the distribution of Jnx and ϕp in the base region,

where p contributes the most, is fairly bias independent and

so is Qp0h as can observed from Fig. 4. At high current

densities, depending on process, emitter width and doping

profile, Qp0h can become more bias dependent. This

happens, for instance, in homojunction BJTs (cf. [6]) where

the hole density extends into the collector, and significant

current spreading occurs in the injection region. It is much

less pronounced though in HBTs, in which the base doping

concentration is much higher and the BC barrier prevents

holes to enter the collector, so that Qp0h is expected to vary

less with bias compared to BJTs. The drop of the two

curves in Fig 4 is caused by the field dependence of the

mobilty. The shift is due to the onset of high current effects.

Fig. 4: Weighted zero-bias charge Qp0h vs collector current density. 

VCB = (0, 1)V. 
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Analogously, a weighted hole charge change can be

defined,

 ,  (14)

which is different from the actual and measurable charge

change in transient and small-signal operation,

 .  (15)

Inserting (9) with the effective emitter width from (11) as

well as (13) and (14) into (6) allows to write an exact

solution for the transfer current,

.  (16)

As expected, Fig 5 shows excellent agreement between the

transfer current calculated from to (16) and the reference

results from device simulation which confirms the

correctness of (16). As a consequence, the equation can be

considered as a master equation that allows to evaluate the

impact on accuracy of further simplifications towards

formulations that are suitable for compact models. 

Fig. 5: Comparison between transfer current from (16) (solid lines) 

and from device simulation (circles). The dashed lines show the 

relative error with the corresponding axis on the r.h.s.. VCB = (0, 1)V. 

4 Model Equations

The main task for obtaining a suitable compact model

formulation from (16) is to describe the weighted charge

term ∆Qph by measurable quantities with extractable model

parameters. For a given device temperature, ∆Qph contains

all bias and structure dependent effects for accurately

modeling the transfer current in a single piece function over

the whole operating region. Hence, it is attractive to express

∆Qph by components of the measurable charge ∆Qp in a

similar fashion as for the 1D case (e.g. [3]). Generally, ∆Qp

is distributed over a transistor structure and can be

partitioned into the following components, 

 ,  (17)

in which Qj represents the total depletion charges of the BE

and BC junction, respectively, and Qm is the total minority

charge in emitter, base and collector 

 .  (18)

The approach taken here is to separate the weighting

function h into a mostly 1D component, hg, and a mostly

2D/3D component, h2=hJhe. The 1D component takes into

account both high-doping effects and heterojunctions which

cause the intrinsic carrier density to vary significantly over

the depth x of the transistor, while hg varies only very little

in lateral (y, z) direction where ∆p is relevant (cf. Fig 3).

This is especially true for HBTs due to the layer-growth

based fabrication. On the other hand, hJhe depends only

little on depth in regions with significant contributions to

∆p (cf. Fig 6), while its y and z dependence defines the

lateral confinement of the charge associated with the

transfer current.

Fig. 6: Weighting functions hJ and he together with ∆p vs depth at 

y = 0 (solid lines) and y = bE0/2 (dashed lines). 
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 (19)

where wb is the base width, Qp0(y) is the laterally

dependent zero-bias hole charge density, and hg0 an average
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hJhe fairly independent on y under the emitter. Realizing

also that under the emitter and most of the spacer region

Qp0(y) = Qp0i, with the latter being the 1D charge density,

one can write

,  (20)

with Qp0i = Qp0ibE0 as the internal zero-bias charge which

can be experimentally determined from sheet resistance

measurements [7]. The integral in the last term corresponds

to the ratio of the perimeter transfer current per length and

the (approximate) internal current density. This ratio is

related to the dimension γC which was determined

experimentally in [8] and used there to (heuristically) define

an effective electrical emitter width bE ≈ bE0 + 2γC. Thus,

for geometry scaling purposes, Qp0h so far has been

approximated by 

 .  (21)

The BE and BC depletion charges can be treated along

the same lines, giving at low current densities

     ,     (22)

with QjEi and QjCi as the respective bottom (internal)

charge densities, which can be experimentally determined

and have actually been used so far in HICUM for geometry

scaling purposes. At higher current densities, these charge

densities can become y dependent, thus leading to a bias

dependent expression for the overall weighting factor.

Then, the more accurate expression (in lateral direction)

 (23)

will have to be evaluated, with a possible bias dependence

of hjE caused by h2, which determines the amount of

contribution from the emitter perimeter related space charge

through the drop of hJ(y) outside of the emitter window (cf.

Fig 3). Similarly, 

 ,  (24)

with hjC determining, e.g., the geometry dependence of the

Early voltage. 

The minority charge at low current densities consists

mainly of electrons in the base region. While they are

confined in x-direction between the junctions, there is some

spreading outside of the emitter window, mostly due to the

perimeter injection. With the same assumptions hg=hg(x,0)

and h2=h2(xbm,y) as before, one can write for the total base

minority charge

 (25)

where QnB(y) is the laterally dependent base minority

charge per area. As Fig 7a and [6] for Si BJTs show, QnB(y)

is proportional to hJ(y). Since it is fairly independent on y

under the emitter, its internal portion is simply

QnBi ≈ QnBibE0 with QnBi = QnB(y=0). Outside of the

emitter window, only a small amount less than γCQnBi has

to be added due to the decrease of both QnB(y) and hJ(y).

This is different to existing compact models in which

2γCQnBi is added. 

Fig. 7: Weight function hJ (dashed line), normalized electron charge 

density QnB(y)/QnBi (solid line), and product hJ(QnB(y)/QnBi) (dash-

dotted line) vs. y for two different bias points. VBC = 0,V.

At high current densities, additional minority charge com-

ponents can exist in emitter and collector. Also, the electron

current spreading can increase, especially in the collector.

This results in a larger portion of charge contributions from

outside the emitter window. But again, the respective

carriers (and charges) are weighted with a factor hJ(y) that

also decreases with y, reducing the weighted minority

charge compared to the actual minority charge. This leads

to a larger increase of the transconductance at higher

current densities with reduced emitter width than would be

expected from simple 1D theory.
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minority charge is 

 ,  (26)

with the weighting factors hm = hgh2 as spatial and bias

averages. Note, that  for low and medium

current densities, especially in SiGe HBTs. A theoretical

formulation of the bias dependence of h2 in the collector at

high current densities can be derived along the lines of [9]

but is beyond the scope of this paper. 

With the obtained results, the total weighted charge is 

  (27)

and depends on the actually measurable total charges.

Inserting into (16) gives

.  (28)

Above equation was evaluated using the charges from

numerical simulation while for Qp0h and all weighting

factors bias independent values were assumed as first-order

approximation. Fig 8 shows a comparison with the

corresponding exact numerical current. Despite the

simplifications, the agreement is still reasonably good up to

medium current densities (about peak fT). Deviations can be

observed at high and very current densities due to

neglegting the bias dependent influence of mostly hJhe.

Fig. 8: Comparison between DEVICE results and (28) with (26) and 

(27), using numerical values for the bias dependent charges, as well 

as structural and physical values for all other variables.

5 Conclusion

The derivation of a 2D/3D generalized Integral-Charge

Control Relation was presented, that is an exact solution

and physics-based relation for the transfer current of Si/

SiGe bipolar transistors. The relation can be considered as a

master equation that allows to evaluate the impact on

accuracy of further simplifications towards formulations

that are suitable for compact models. In particular, the 2D/

3D GICCR provides a clear meaning of variables and

parameters as a function of lateral dimensions. 

The weighting function components and the charge terms

occurring in the 2D/3D GICCR were investigated, and their

correspondence to the presently existing geometry scaling

approach has been established. Based on the respective

discussion, a constant weighted zero-bias hole charge and

constant weighting factors were used as a first-order

approximation for a compact formulation of the transfer

current. The result in Fig 8 shows the order of accuracy that

can be obtained with the above simplifications. Further

work will attempt to improve the accuracy by developing

simple analytical expressions for describing the bias

dependence of the weighting functions of the minority

charge at high current densities. 
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